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ABSTRACT

The excitation of acoustic-gravity waves in an isothermal atmosphere is considered in
this paper. It is shown that the excitation due to mass production, momentum produc
tion and heat production can be discussed by examining the same differential equation.
The sources are assumed to be extended and vary both in time and in space. Asympto
tic methods are used to obtain analytic expressions for the radiation field for all times,
from the arrival of precursors to any time thereafter. It is found that the transient
response results from contributions from one, two or all three modes depending on the
times from the arrival of precursors. The three modes are the high frequency acoustic
mode, the intermediate frequency buoyancy mode and the low frequency gravity mode.
Additional features of the transient behavior depend on the temporal as well as spatial
variation of the sources. An example is given for which numerical computations are
made. Possible applications of the results to geophysical problems are duscussed and
certain extensions of the results are proposed.

1. Introduction

There have been, of late, increasing interests
in studying the generating mechanisms of
acoustic gravity waves in the atmosphere.
Early barometric observations showed that
atmospheric waves were launched by the erup
tion of Krakata in 1883 and by the great
Siberian meteor of 1908. Nuclear detonations
in the atmosphere provided another generating
mechanism. An outstanding example is the
Soviet detonation of October 30, 1961 as it was
followed by atmospheric and ionospheric per
turbations on a worldwide scale (Dieminger &
Kohl, 1962; Obayashi, 1962; Wickersham, 1966).
The great Alaskan earthquake of March 28,
1964 generated waves observed in the iono
sphere (Leonard & Barnes, 1965; Davis & Baker,
1965). The experimental evidence of Yuen et a1.
(1969) supports the thesis that atmospheric
waves are excited by a coupling process with
the traveling seismic waves. Auroral related
atmospheric waves have also been detected.
They are caused by either a supersonic displace
ment of auroral arcs (Wilson, 1969) or a sudden
surge of electrojet currents following polar sub.

storms (Davis & da Rosa, 1969). More recently,
it has been suggested that the cooling action
resulting from the solar eclipse may generate
bow shocks as the shadow of the moon is
racing across the surface of the earth at a super
sonic speed (Chimonas & Hines, 1970). For
observers at temperate latitudes, a majority of
observed waves cannot be identified as caused
by these unusual conditions. Most investigators,
therefore, turn to potentially important mete
orological causes such as mountain waves,
weather fronts, instabilities or distortions of jet
streams, and severe storms. A certain type of
waves with periods in the range 2-5 min has
been found to be associated with severe tropo.
spheric storms (Georges, 1968; Baker & Davies,
1969). There are also indications that weather
fronts and jet streams may account for wave·
like deformations in noctilucent clouds (Hines,
1968). This great variety of sources, both nat
ural and artificial, has induced theoretical
investigators to look into the relation between
excitation mechanisms and the generation of
waves. One of the earliest is Lamb who dealt
with the subject in his well known book,
Hydrodynamics. The problem of atmospheric
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2. Formulation

(! = (!o + (!', P = Po + p', V = 0 +v (3)

Perturbations in the atmospheric variables are
aBBumed to take place according to the scheme

as curves. In section V, certain applications
of the results to geophysical problems are dis
cUBBed and pOBBible extensions to other cases are
indicated.

(4)

(1)

(2)

VF=Q

H = kT/mg = cz/yg

B(!/Bt +div (!V = ql

(!dv/dt + Vp- (!g=qz

(!Yd(p(! -Y) /dt = (y - l)q.

where the matrix operator is given by

where ql' qz and q. are respectively the rate of
maBB production per unit volume, the rate of
momentum production per unit volume and the
rate of heat production per unit volume. The
source terms QlO q. and q. are generally func
tions of time and space and are assumed to be
localized so as not to modify the background
atmosphere in a big way. For observers outside
the source region, they can be treated as sources
of waves as done by many investigators. The
equilibrium atmosphere is aBBumed to be
isothermal with an exponential distribution in
pressure and density characterized by the scale
height

As seeen from (3), the atmosphere is assumed
stationary when unperturbed. The generaliza
tion to the case in which there is a background
horizontal wind is straightforward at this stage.
But it introduces complications later. When (3)
is substituted into (1) and the resulting equa
tions are linearized, a set of differential equa·
tions can be obtained. It is convenient to express
the set in matrix form

The atmosphere is aBBumed to be non-rotating
and is made of stationary, inviscid ideal gas.
The fluid equations of interest come from
conservation laws and they are given by

response to an impulse point source has been
treated by Pierce (1963) and Row (1967).
Especially succeBBful is Row's theory in ex·
plaining ionospheric observations following a
nuclear detonation and an earthquake. Dickin·
son (1969) in a very comprehensive work has
studied the transient excitation of these waves
by point impulses and switched·on sources.
Certain authors have also used numercial
approach to treat the problem. Using the wave
number dispersion relation, Kato (1967) numeri
cally studied the propagation of an impulse in
the atmosphere. Donn & Shaw (1967) made
numerical computations for the response of the
model atmosphere due to large nuclear ex·
plosions. Mowbray & Rarity (1967) studied the
transient impulses in an incompressible fluid
model. Jones (1970) has also done some numeri
cal computations using normal mode expansion.

Cole & Greifinger (1969) have carried out an
asymptotic analysis for the case when the
energy is released at a point on the ground.
They found that the response of the atmosphere
consists of at most three different frequency
components. The higher frequency spherical
acoustic front arrives at an observation point
first. Some time later a cylindrical caustic at a
lower frequency arrives and then splits into two
frequencies. Thereafter, the response includes
these three frequency components.

In this paper, the transient response of an
isothermal atmosphere due to excitation is
investigated again in a more general fashion.
Instead of restricting ourselves to point, im·
pulsive sources, we shall study the far field
response due to sources of arbitrary spatial and
temporal variation. The transient response is
followed at all observation times. It is found
that the general features of the response dis·
cussed by Cole & Greifinger (1969) for a point
source are mostly retained but there are addi
tional features which depend on the temporal
as well as spatial behavior of the source.

The mathematical formulation is carried out
in section 2. The approach is general and is
capable of finding response due to various types
of excitations by solving one differential equa·
tion. A method of solving for the far field
transient response is discUBBed in section 3. It
makes use of asymptotic techniques. As an
illustration, an example is given in section IV
for which the analytic expreBBions are derived
and numerical results are computed and shown
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The operator D is a scalar operator and is
given by

The coordinate system is cartesian with z-axis
pointed upward so that the constant gravity is
given by (0, 0, -g).
Let

a/at 0 a/ax a/ay a/az-
(1/2H)

0 a/ax a/at 0 0

V= 0 a/ay 0 a/at 0 (5a)

g
a/az -

0 0 a/at
(1/2H)

- cSa/at a/at 0 0 (y-l)g

and the field vector and the source vector are
respectively

e'M qlM
p'M qs%M

F= vIet (5b) Q= quiet (5c)

vye! qs.M
vzet (y-l)qaM

D =det V

V = adjoint of V
VQ~s

then (4) can be recast into

DF=S

(6)

(7)

tions. For convenience S in (7) shall be called
the equivalent source function. It is related to
the true sources through an adjoint operation
as given by the third equation of (6). Since Q is
assumed known, so is S. Regardless of the type of
source, our problem is reduced to solving the
differential equation of the type (7) with a
scalar acoustic-gravity wave operator given by
(8). Methods are shown in the next section by
which radiation fields of (7) can be obtained.

3. Far field transient response

The equation of concern is (7). We note that
the differential operator D has constant co
efficients and therefore the differential equation
(7) can be conveniently solved by the transform
method. The unknown field F in the trans
formed domain can be found very easily since
(7) becomes algebraic. The whole problem then
depends on our ability to perform the inversion.
It has been found that the exact inversion in
wave propagation problems are very difficult in
general. But if our interest is in the radiation
field far away from the localized source, certain
asymptotic methods can be used. These asymp
totic methods also have the advantage of being
interpreted in terms of ray optics and make
the results physically meaningful.

The Fourier transform of (7) both in time and
space reduces to

L(k, w) F(k, w) = - S(k, w)/w" c" (10)

(8)

The Brunt-Vaisala frequency is given by
w: = (y-l) gl/CS. The operator D can be identi
fied as the acoustic-gravity wave operator. For
plane waves we may replace a/at by -iw and
a/ax by ik%, a/ay by ik. and a/az by ik.. Then
D = 0 yields directly the dispersion relation of
Hines (1960)

where

and is related to the operator D(k, w) in (8)
through D = - wSeSL. In the interest of not
flooding this paper with too many symbols, a
Fourier transform pair is denoted by the same
symbol but distinguished by their arguments.
For example, F(r, w) is the Fourier transform
in time of F(r, t) and F(k, w) is the Fourier
transform in space of F(r, w).

The transient response F(r, t) is obtained by
inverting F(k, w) from (10). It is convenient to
write the solution formally in the following
form

where ko ~ w/e and the acoustic cutoff frequency
W a =e/2H. Our interest is to solve (7) for F with
the associated boundary or radiation condi-

(11)
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f( ) 1 S[k(w),w] 1«<"') (16)
r, W - - ,/ 8 1 ~ e

4nr Y (00 -00.)(00 -00,)

(17)

(19)q(w) = r;(w) - wt

where

where

~'(w.) = t/r = l/v, (w.) (20)
or

dq/dw = 0

A prime is used to denote differentiation with
respect to the argument. v, is the group velocity
at which the wave packet propagates. The use of
such asymptotic methods has been adequately
reviewed by Felsen (1969). We shall apply these
methods to our problem in the following. Inter
ested readers may wish to consult this review
for justifications of some steps.

Fig. 1 shows a plot of ~ as a function of w.
Only branches corresponding to propagating
waves away from the source are shown. The
curve is plotted for /3 == z/r = 0.1 which corre
sponds to W c = 0.1 OOb' Fig. 2 shows ~'c as a.
function of w for a typical case. The saddle
points are found by intersections of a parallel

The exact inversion shown by (18) is difficult
in general. In the following, the integral (18)
will be evaluated asymptotically for large value
of r by the method of saddle points. We note
that for large r, the contribution to the integral
comes mainly from the vicinity of saddle points
w. determined by

F(r t) =~ i S[k(w), 00] elf(a>ldw
, II 21 2 I 2

8n err V(w -00.) (00 -00,)

(18)

and the dependence on k of S(k, 00) is given by
(15).

The expression (16) gives the radiation field
at r at a given frequency w. It is interesting to
note that even for the general source, as far as
the spatial variation of the radiation field is
concerned, it has the same behavior as the
field due to a point source (Pierce, 1963). The
difference is in the amplitude. From (16), we
see that for a given 00, the amplitude of. the
radiation field is proportional to the components
of the spatial spectrum of the equivalent
source in the direction k given by (15).

The transient response is obtained by sub·
stituting (16) into (ll), yielding

(13)

(12)f(r ) - _1_fS(k, 00) elk.'dk
,00 (2n)8 L(k,w)

The integration path r in (11) is parallel to
the real w-axis and above all singularities.

Lighthill (1960) has shown that, for (12), the
far field approximation satisfying the radiation
condition is given by

where the summation is over the set of values
of k on the dispersion surface L(k, 00) = 0 in
k-space, (Le., the set of k that satisfies the
dispersion relation L =0 or (9)) such that the
normal to the surface at that point is in the
direction of r. Physically this indicates that the
contribution to the radiation fields comes only
from those rays whose group velocity vectors
lie in the same direction as the observation
point r. The subscript a denotes the mode. It
can be shown that for the case of interest there
is just one mode for a given 00 and henceforth
we shall remove ce. In (13), K is the Gaussian
curvature of the dispersion surface and is given
by

(1-00:/00
1
)1[(1-00:/00

1
) (k~+k:)+k:]

K (k 00) - -'-------;;-;----.--....---.;,----.-----;;-';;;---
,- [(I-w:lwl)l(k~+k:)+k~t

(14)

where W c = Wb cos 6
The far field expression for f in (13) can then

be written as

The detailed calculation of the various terms
in (13) is carried out in the Appendix. It is
found that for a given frequency 00, the ray
that contributes to the far field at r(r, 6, ef» has
a. wave vector k whose components must
satisfy the following relations.
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Fig. 1. A plot of ~ as a function of w. Only portions of the curve that gives rise to the radiation fields are
shown. wlJ = 2.08 X 10-2 sec-" c = 290 m/sec, fJ = 0.1.

line with these curves. The parallel line is drawn
for a given T = etjr. As many as three pairs of
intersection points are possible, indicating
contributions from three different frequencies.
One is the high frequency and acoustic mode for
1001 > 00., and the other two are contributions
from lower frequency bands, 000 < I00 I< Wb and
W c < 1001 < 000, The former is called buoyancy
mode and the latter gravity mode by some
authors (Dickinson, 1969). The corresponding
three pairs of saddle points are designated by
00,10 0002 and 00'3 respectively. We note that in
this construction, only real saddle points are
located since only these contribute to the far
field transient response. For a given observer
(Le. r is fixed), the parallel line as shown in
Fig. 2 moves upward as t and hence also T in
crease. In the following we shall derive asymp
totic expressions of F(r, t) (18) in different
regions of T.

T =etjr < 1. From Fig. 2 we see that there is no
intersection hence no saddle point. The contour
r in (18) is closed with a large semi-circle in the
upper half-plane. Since there are no singular
ities inside the closed contour, we obtain

T = 1+. The saddle points at ±Wd have very
large magnitude. The contribution comes from
very high frequencies. In this limit, we may
make the following approximations in the inte
grand.

(22)

where B is a constant vector and IX is a constant
depending on the nature of the equivalent
source function S.

Substituting (22) into (18), the integral can be
carried out to yield, for IX < 0, say,

r 2 2 2 _ r
a=-2 (w,+W.-Wb),T=t--

e e

F o (r, t) = 0 if t < 'r/e (21)

This is in agreement with the principle of
causality. The subscript 0 is used to indicate
the response for this particular region.

where J _l_"(X) is the Bessel's function of the
first kind of order - (1 + IX). For IX;;' 0, the
integral can be evaluated in the similar manner
(Felsen, 1969).
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Fig. 2. A plot of ;'c as a function of w/Wb' Saddle points are given by the intersection of the curve
with a horizontal straight line corresponding to a given •.

1 <. <.0' In this region contributions come
only from ±W.I corresponding to the acoustic
mode (Fig. 2). The standard saddle point method
gives

1 1/ 2n;
Fll(r,t)~ -4B B V I~H( )1

n; err '" WIl

XI S[k(wll)' w~ll I
V(W=1 - w:) (W=l - w~)

X cos [~(WIl) r-wllt-n;/4+r/>I] (24)

where r/>i is the argument of

S[k(wl/)' w.il/V(W=i- w:) (W~i- w~).

• ~.o' When. =.0' the saddle points WI2 and
W.3 coalesce at Wo and similarly - W.I and W.3 at
wo. At ±wo, ~" vanshes and a higher order
asymptotic expression must be used. From
Fig. 2 we note that at wo, ;' hae a local minimum

Tellus XXIII (1971), 2

correeponding to a local maximum of the group
velocity. The asymptotic expreseion is given by
(see Bleistein, 1967)

1 I S[k(wo)' wol I
FII(r,t)~Fll(r,t)+- I 2 2 2

n;r (Wo- Wb) (Wo- Wc)

x [k"~wo)l] i Ai [lq":;~:;}2Ii]
x ein [~(wo)r-wot+r/>o] (25)

where A j (x) is the Airy function. The firet term
on the right·hand side of (25) is the contribution
from the acoustic mode and is given by (24).
The eecond term indicates the contribution
from the second order saddle point wo. The
Airy function can be physically interpreted as
indicative of the initial build.up of the far field
just prior to the time of arrival of the wave
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packet with the local maximum group velocity
and its subsequent decomposition into two
distinct modes at frequencies W82 and w.a
respectively. This situation is interpreted as the
arrival of the caustic by Cole and Greifinger
(1969).

1: >1:0' Now all three pairs of saddle points are
distinct. The transient response becomes

FIv (r, t) ~ Frr (r, t)

1 1/ 2n I S[k(W82]W I
+ 4n'c'r Vrl;"(w82)1 V(w~-w:)(w~-w:)

x cos [;(w82)r-w82 t+nI2+.p,]

1 V 2n I S[k(w.a), w.a] I
+ 4:'1:' c' r r I;" (w.a) I Y(w=a - w:) (W=a - w:)

x cos [;(W.a) r-w,at+.pa] (26)

The contribution comes from all three pairs
of saddle points ±W.h ±w,. and ±W.s.

T > > To. In this region, the three pairs of
saddle points ± W,h ± w,. and ± W,s are ap
proaching the branch points ± W a' ±wb and ±W c
of the integrand respectively (Fig. 2). A modified
saddle point integration method must be applied
for this case (Bleistein, 1967). The response
now has contributions with frequencies wa' Wb

and W c respectively. The detailed expression of
the transient response in this region depends on
the explicit expression for S[k(w), w] and will
be given for a special example in the next
section. The explicit expression for S depends on
the source models for various different physical
situations.

Thus, we have derived the transient response
of an unbounded isothermal atmosphere due to
the excitation of general localized sources. We
can now follow the response at an observation
point r far away from the source for all times.
For t <ric, there is no response. As t-+rfc, high
frequency acoustic precursors first arrive. The
frequency of this part of the response decreases
as time increases until it approaches wa asymp
totically. Sometime after the first arrival of the
acoustic wave, a signal with frequency Wo be·
gins to build up corresponding to the arrival
of the low frequency contribution. This portion
of the response is decomposed into two compo·
nents at frequencies w,. and w.a that eventually
approach Wb and roc respectively. Therefore
after the arrival of this low frequency contri·

bution, the total response includes three com
ponents at frequencies roll, W82 and ro,a. The
analytic expressions for the response at different
times are given by (21) (23), (24), (25) and (26).
In the text section, these formulae will be
applied to the case of an impulsive point source.

In the derivation above we have assumed
that S[k (w), ro) does not introduce any addi
tional singularities to the integrand in (18).
If the contrary is the case, then some of the
expressions given above may have to be modi
fied. Depending not only on the temporal but
also the spatial variation of the source, S[k (ro),
ro) may introduce other branch points or poles
in the integrand. The effects due to the presence
of these additional singularities become im
portant when either one of the saddle points
approaches one of them. When this occurs, the
response can be obtained by the modified saddle
point method used above. If, in particular, the
equivalent source S[k (w), ro) has poles at ± w,
corresponding to, for instance, a turned on
sinusoidal source of frequency wm' then the
modified saddle point method will yield an
expression for the response showing the buildup
and arrival of the main signal as ws-+wm.

Finally we note that in our discussion we
have implied that S[k (w), w] does not affect
the saddle points of the integrand of (18). This
is in general the case for localized stationary
sources. For moving sources, this is no longer
true. For this case the exponential function in
the integrand of (18) will be modified and saddle
points can be shifted (Lighthill, 1967).

4. An example

We now consider as an illustrative example the
response of the atmosphere due to an impulsive
point source. The response may be regarded as
a Green's function or a propagator (Dickinson,
1969). For the sake of comparison, we take the
model employed by Row (1967) who studied
the response of the upper atmosphere to nu
clear detonations. After Fourier transform in
time, the Green's function satisfied the equation
(Row, 1967)

x G(r, w) = -<5(r) (27)
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Fourier transform in space yields where

Go(r,t)=O t<rlc (29)

1 { Vr(w:+w:-w:)
G1 (r, t) - -4 15(t - ric) - -1-

nr 2c(t-r c)

X J 1 [2 V(rI2c) (w~+w:-w:) (t-rlc)]} t-,,"rlc

(30)

(35)V
-I2
00 -Wb

g(w) = -1--2
00 -00.

We note that the three terms in (34) are con
tributions from saddle points that are approach
ing ± wa' ± wb and ±wc respectively. The
expre88ion (34) is derived by the modified
saddle point method which is valid when the
saddle points are approaching the branch
points of the integrand (Bleistein, 1967). Row
(1967), assuming we < <wb' obtained an exact
expre88ion for the cont~ibution from gravity
mode in terms of Bessel's function of zeroth
order (his eq. (12». It is interesting to note that
for T = (ctlr) > > 1, the asymptotic expre88ion of
his result abTees exacly with the third term of
(34). Of course he did not obtain contributions
from acoustic mode (the first term of (34» nor
buoyancy oscillation (the second term of (34»
by virtue of his a88umptions.

The expre88ions G[ to Gv for the response of
the atmosphere due to an impulsive point
source are plotted for certain typical sets of
atmospheric parameters.

In Fig. 3, ~'c is plotted against the frequency

(28)

(31)
l' l'
- <t<-T
C C 0

-n/4]

L(k, 00) G(k, 00) - (1- ::)
where L(k, 00) is given by (11). Eq. (28) may be
regarded as one component of the vector
equation (10) with S(k, 00) = -CI(WI -wb)' The
results derived in the last section can be im
mediately applied to (28). Wh have, after some
manipulations

-2
"'b'" 2.08x 10 Isec.
C • 290 m/nc.

/1.05 /1-0.1

/1-0.05/1-0.53

Iec
(33)

Grv(r, t)-Gll(r, t)

+ -~ 11 I w
2n l!g(wri)1 cos [~(wdr-writ

4n l' Vl' ~ (Wri)

+ n12] +~ 1/ I 2n ,lg(w.3)1 cos [~(w.3)r
4n l' Vl' ~W(W.3)

32

OL.-_---L__.L-_........__.L-_........__.L-...J

o
W/Wb

Fig. 3. ~'c vs. w/wb for different values of f3 = z/r.
wb = 2.08 x 10-1 sec-I, c = 290 m/sec.

l'
t»-Toc

(34)
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Fig. 4. The initial response of the atmosphere to an impulsive point source. The horizontal axis is time
measured in T - t-t". The vertical axis is G(r, t) x (4.71:2 r3/2 )-I. The chained curve is computed from G1
and it shows overlap with G2 for small T'c = 290 m/sec,wb =2.08 x 10-2 sec-" r = 1 OOOkm, Z = 100km.
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Fig. 5. Continuation of Fig. 4. The contribution to the response comes entirely from the acoustic mode
for T < 11.4 min. Gravity mode and buoyancy mode begin to contribute at T ~ 11.4 min.

for different values of fJ = z/r = WC/Wb in an atmos
phere with c = 290 m/sec and H = 6.5 km. The
frequency is measured in Wb = 2.08 x 1O-2/sec and
wa = 1.1 Wb' Because of the symmertry, the
curves are shown for positive W only. These
curves may then be used to find the saddle

points in the manner described in section III.
In Figs. 4 through 7, normalized transient
response are shown at an observation point
1000 km away and 100 km above the source
(fJ = 0.1) at various time intervals. The normal
ization factor is taken as (4n 2 r 3 / 2)-I. At r =
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Fig. 6. Continuation of Fig. 5 showing contributions from all three modes.

shows the response from the time interval
T=.t -ta =3 min to T = 14 min. For T < H.4min
the response is still only acoustic. The oscillating
period increases from the initial 100 sec to
about 3.5 min. At T ~ 11.4 nim (T =To), the
contributions from the gravity and buoyancy
modes come in. They are shown by broken
curves in Fig. 5 together with the acoustic mode
for T > 11.4 min. The total response from this
instant on includes all three frequency com
ponents and is obtained by adding the three
individual contributions. This is done in Fig. 6
for 12 min < T < 32 min. The total response as
shown in Fig. 6 is very complex and its shape
is changing with time since the relative magni
tudes and frequencies of the three modes are
changing. As time increases further, the fre
quencies of the acoustic, buoyancy and gravity
modes approach Wa, Wb and W c respectively.
The magnitude of the buoyancy oscillation be
comes negligibly small and the dominant effect
comes from the gravity mode. Fig. 7 shows the
total response for T > 300 min, some five hours
after the arrival of the signal. The response is
seen to be composed of a main oscillation with
a period of approximately 50 min. Super
imposed on this oscillation is a signal with a
period of approximately 5 min. The former is
the gravity mode and the latter is principally
the acoustic mode.

For purposes of comparison, we take an

380370360350330 340

r -10001l",

fl. 01

C • 290m/sec.

wba 2.081110-
2
/ ..c.

320310300

'a

-15

-'a

-,

of----\;A-----,..-f-------"'+----j

1 000 kIn, the time of arrival for the acoustic
front is t = ta = 3.45 x 10 sec. At t = ta, the impulse
arrives at the observation point. Fig. 4 shows the
initial response of the atmosphere after the
arrival of the front. The contribution is from
the acoustic mode alone. The broken curve is
ar from (30) and the solid curve ar from (31).
There is a region of overlap in the time interval
15 sec .;;, t - ta .;;, 30 sec. It can be shown ana
lytically that Gr and alI reduce to the same
expression in this region of overlap. Fig. 5

Fig. 7. Continuation of Fig. 6, but for very large
time. The total response is essentially the gravity
mode contribution modulated by the contribution
from the acoustic mode.
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Fig. 8. The long time response of the atmosphere to an impulsive point source. C = 800 m/sec, wb =
7.74 x 10-1 sec-I, r =2000 km, z =200 km.

atmosphere with c ~ 800 m/sec and wb = 7.74 X

10-3 sec-I. The normalized response to an
impulsive point source for large time T is
shown in Fig. 8. The observation point is taken
at r = 2 000 km, Z ~ 200 km so that p is still kept
at 0.1. Again, the total response can be seen as
the contribution from the gravity mode (period
~ 2 hours) modulated by the acoustic mode
(period ~ 13 min).

5. Discussion

In this paper, the problem of excitation of
acoustic-gravity waves in an isothermal atmos'
phere is investigated in a fairly general manner.
Far field transient response of the atmosphere
is derived for localized sources that vary arbi
trarily in time and in space. Analytical expres
sions of the response are obtained for all times.
It is found that the general behavior of the
transient far field includes contributions from
a high frequency component (acoustic mode)
with 00 > W a and two lower frequency compo
nents with 000 <00 <Wb (buoyancy mode) and
W c <00 <000 (gravity mode). The transient re
sponse depends on the temporal as well as spatial
variation of the source.

Although no source models corresponding to
physically realistic situations are discussed (an

example of discussions of this nature can be
found in Pierce, 1968), our results are general
enough to be applicable to the different types of
sources that are thought to be responsible for
many experimentally observed upper atmos
pheric disturbances. For example, the current
experimental evidence associates production
of certain infrasound and traveling disturbances
in the ionosphere with auroral activities. There
have been suggestions that the supersonic
displacement of auroral arc may introduce an
effective momentum source which can excite
acoustic-gravity waves (Chimonas & Hines,
1970). An alternate candidate in wave excitation
is the heating of the atmosphere by the auroral
current. The relative effectiveneBB of both
excitation mechanisms can be examined under
the same frame of analysis as done in this paper.
Also, the results may be applied to investigate
the generation of acoustic-gravity waves due
to severe weather system. Inside the storm
region, nonlinear effects are very important.
The nonliear terms in the hydrodynamic
equations may be taken to the right-hand side
of the equations and treated as sources. The
farfield response due to these sources may then
be calculated by our formulae.

In our present discussion, the effect of the
ground has not been taken into account. How
ever, our results can be extended readily to
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cover this case. The major modification will be
the additional contributions from a reflected
wave and a surface wave (Pierce, 1963). The
surface wave is the well-known Lamb mode.
The transient behavior of the reflected and sur
face waves may be evaluated in the same manner
as is done in the calculation of (18).

Our discussion may be generalized so that the
results will be applicable to the case of temper
ature-stratified atmosphere. In regions where
geometric optics is valid, the transient response
may still be written in the same form as in (18)
with some modification in the integrand and
the exponential function q(w) replaced by the
WKB form

k,

--t-----+-----.,*-+---t:-----+--- k.

(36)
Fig. A.I. Dispersion surfaces for a typical acoustio
wave (w>wa) and a typical gravity wave (w<wa).

The asymptotic evaluation of F(r, t) can be
carried out by the saddle point technique, lead
ing to obvious modification in the results due
to the change of character of q(w).
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Appendix

In this Appendix, we shall calculate the
various terms in (13). As seen from (11), the
dispersion surface has an axial symmetry with
respect to the k z axis. In Fig. A.I, a cross
section of the surface L(k, w) = 0 in the kx kz
plane is depicted. For a given w, the surface has
only one sheet. When w > wa' the surface is an
ellipsoidal surface of revolution and is closed.
When w < Wb' the surface is a hyperbolic sur
face of revolution and is open. The former is
commonly referred to as the acoustic branch
and the latter the gravity branch. An exampel
for each of these two branches are shown in
Fig. A.I. For any wave vector k on the disper
sion surface, the unit normal to the surface is
given by

TelIus XXIII (1971), 2
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The angle this normal makes with the k.-axis is

Therefore, if a normal is making an angle 0,
with the k.-axis, k., k. and k. must satisfy

On the other hand, k must also satisfy the
dispersion relation in order to be on the disper
sion surface. Substituting (A.3) into L = 0, (11),
we obtain the following relation

(A.4)

This gives the value of k; + k; for which the
corresponding normal to the dispersing surface
makes an angle 0, with the k.-axis. The corre
sponding k. is obtained by substituting (A.4)
into (A.3), yielding (Kato, 1967)

" 2) " 2) "e = (w -w" (w -Wb cos 0, (A.5)
• c" (w" - w; cos' 0,)
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Let the angle between this wave vector and
the z- axis be (h. Then O~ satifies

k. (w' - w:) cos Og
cos O~ = - = ~=7'==O======;O=====7'=

kV42'~' 4.w - W Wb cos Og+Wb cos Og

(A.6)

It is easy to see from (A.6) that if 0 <n/2, Ok
is less than n/2 for the acoustic mode (w > wa )

and is greater than n/2 for the gravity mode
(w <wo)'

We are now ready to evaluate (13). For an
observer at the point r(r, 0, .p), the contributions
come from those points on the dispersion surface
whose normal is in the direction of r. That is,
we require

wave vector exist for a given w. Hence we shall
remove the subscript IX on k. Substituting (A.4)
and (A.5) into (A.l) and (A.2), after some mani
pulation, we have

1~\LIKt= 2. V(w'-w:)(w'-w~) (A.S)
w

where we = W o cos 0 = W o z/r has been used.
The exponential factor k . r can be computed

in the following manner,

k'r=krcos ((h-O)

= kr [cos O~ cos {} + sin O~ sin 0]

V. ~ · 2=~ (w -w.) (w -Wc)
• 2e W -Wb

(A.7)
(A.9)

which together with (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6)
determines the corresponding wave vector ka •

From Fig. A.l, it is obvious that only one such
Subsituting (A.S) and (A.9) into (13), (16) is
obtained.
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B03BYJR,IJ;EHI1E AKYCTI1IW-rPABI1TA~110HHbIXBOJIH B 1130TEPMl1QECKOll

ATMOCcI>EPE

B CTaTbe paCCMaTpHBaeTClI Boa6ymAeHHe aHyc
THHo-rpaBHTa~HOHHblXBOJIH B HaOTepMHqeCHOfi
aTMOcepepe. IIoHaaaHo, 'ITO Boa6ymAeHHlI 6JIa
rOAapll rrpOHaBoAcTBy MaCCbI, HMrryJIbCa H
TerrJIa MOmeT 6bITb paCCMOTpeHO rrpH HCCJIeAO
BaHHH OAHOrO H Toro me AHepepepeH~HaJIbHOrO

ypaBHeHHlI. I1CTOqHHHH rrpeArrOJIaraIOTClI rrpo
TlImeHHbIMH H MeHlIIO~HMHClI HaH BO BpeMeHH,
TaH H B rrpOCTpaHCTBe. I1crrOJIbaYIOTClI aCHMrrTO
THqeCHHe MeTOAbI AJIlI rrOJIyqeHHlI aHaJIHTH
qeCHHX BbIpameHHfi HaJIyqaeMOrO rrOJIlI AJIH Bcex
BpeMeH, OT rrpH6blTHH rrpeABeCTHHHOB AO JII060ro
60JIblllerO MOMeHTa. HafiAeHo, 'ITO rrepeXOAHaH
peaH~HH aTMocepepHblX rrapaMeTpOB CJIaraeTCH
Ha OAHoro, AByX HJIH Bcex Tpex THrrOB HOJIe6a-
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HHfi B aaBHCHMOCTH OT BpeMeHH OT MOMeHTa
rrpHxoAa rrpeABecTHHHoB. oTHMH TpeMlI THuaMH
HOJIe6aHHfi HBJIHIOTClI BbICOHOqaCTOTHble aHYc
THqeCHHe HOJIe6aHHlI, HOJIe6amm 6JIarOAapll
apxHMeAoBblM CHJIaM C upoMemyTOqHOfi qaCTO
Tofi H HHaHOqaCTOTHbIe rpaBHTa~HoHHbIe HOJIe
6aHHlI. ,IJ;orrOJIHHTeJIbHbIe oc06eHHocTH rrepe
XOAHOfi peaH~HH aaBHClIT OT BpeMeHHbIx II:
rrpocTpaHcTBeHHbIx HaMeHeHHfi HCTOqHHHOB.
,IJ;aH npHMep, AJIlI HOToporo BbIUOJIHeHbI '1I1:CJIeH
HbIe paCqeTbI. 06cymAaIOTclI BoaMomHbIe rrpH
MeHeHHH peayJIbTaTOB H reoepHaHqeCRHM aaAa
'laM H upeAJIaraIOTCH orrpeAeJIeHHbIe 0606~eHHH

peayJIbTaTOB.


